Introduction
============

The increasing use of Internet for reporting outcomes and for seeking information regarding symptoms, diseases and treatments is resulting in the parallel growth of a body of medical information. The potential of addressing public health challenges and advancing medical research through the large scale aggregate analysis of such information repositories, as well as the challenges inherent to working with them, are being gradually recognized (3). As a web-scale repository of patient generated information, Internet search logs have been mined for evidence related to adverse drug events (4). The use of Internet searches as an indicator of individuals' interests and concerns related to healthcare has been studied for understanding the relationship between health anxiety and its effect on information seeking behavior (5). Based on search logs collected from consenting users via a browser toolbar and complementary surveys, White et al. showed that analysis of long term search behavior reveals patterns that may serve as markers for a transition to in-world healthcare utilization (6). Logs of Internet searches initiated from mobile devices contain, in addition to search text and time stamp information, the location from where the search was initiated. The location information in search logs contains clues about the searcher's interactions with the real world. For instance, two consecutive searches from approximately the same location that are separated by a significant span of time could indicate an engagement at the particular location. The information utility of an individual's approximate location within a virtual geographical boundary (referred to as a "geo-fence") has been studied extensively within the ubiquitous computing community and forms the basis of several "location based services" (7, 8). In a study that utilized de-identified searches and distances of searches from medical facilities, White et al. were able to demonstrate that the evidence of healthcare utilization is related to the acuity of symptom searches (9).

Viewed against the backdrop of the recent tectonic shifts in the healthcare landscape in the Unites States, search log repositories present an opportunity to understand the nature of interactions between healthcare organizations and users. We believe that gaining such an understanding is crucial if we hope to discover new ways of improving operational efficiencies and eventually, the accessibility of healthcare services. As an example, optimization of hospital staffing, which is the largest contributor to the cost of a hospital's operations, could potentially result in more efficient operations. Since search log data closely mirrors users' daily concerns and activities, they contain embedded clues about imminent health episodes. As a result, predictions of healthcare utilization based on geo-tagged search histories provide a snapshot of future healthcare demand that is based on an aggregation of personalized health trajectories. Such an approach is likely to better capture the complex patterns of healthcare demand as compared to, say, methods based on static historical averages (10).

We hypothesize that semantic and location patterns in searches can predict a future acquisition of a healthcare resource. Specifically, through statistical analysis of a de-identified dataset of geo-tagged, mobile search logs we demonstrate the relationship between the evidence of healthcare utilization and temporal features of searches over the preceding days. An investigation of search features over a time window to learn predictive patterns related to the structure, semantics and location of searches, to the best our knowledge has not been attempted earlier and represents a novel approach in understanding the motivators of healthcare resource use through Internet search data.

Methods
=======

Datasets
--------

Our dataset consists of de-identified mobile Internet search logs representing over 442 million searches from 22.7 million search users of the Baidu search engine (by Baidu Inc.), spread over December 2014 - January 2015. We also obtained date, duration and distance data for search users who searched from within the geo-fence of a known medical facility. A subset of the data that included nearly 24 million search logs from 6.1 million search users was marked "healthcare related" by the search provider based on their analysis of the search text data. Since the search text was in Chinese, we made use of the given healthcare related subset for constructing our cohort definitions, prior to doing our own analysis of search text content.

Identifying patients and controls
---------------------------------

Identifying healthcare utilization based on evidence of searches that were made close to a hospital is prone to false positives and negatives. Search users may work close to hospital locations or may be passing by one and may not be consumers of healthcare resources at the time they make the search from locations proximal to a hospital. Similarly search users may visit a hospital as patients and not search during their visit. We acknowledge that it is not possible to completely eliminate false positives and false negatives when labels are assigned purely on the basis of searches made within the geo-fences of medical facilities. However, we have tried to reduce the number of false positives in our data by explicitly filtering out "weak" labels. We discarded search users who searched from within the geo-fence of a medical facility (identified by searches made within 200 m of the medical facility), but for whom there was no evidence of their presence in that location for more than 900 seconds. We also discarded search users who had more than 15 searches in a month from locations in the proximity of a medical facility as these may be individuals who lived or worked close by, or they may be healthcare professionals. Finally we also excluded those search users who searched more than 5 times in a month in the vicinity of different medical facilities. Since we were interested in studying the temporal characteristics of search logs that culminate in the visit to a medical facility, from the remaining 758,930 search users we selected those who had search logs for each of 42 or more days preceding their last visit to a medical facility (a higher threshold, we discovered, would reduce our cohort size significantly introducing issues of statistical power). In the remainder of our paper, we refer to this cohort as "patients".

We used the set of search users in our data that had no searches in the vicinity of medical facilities to select controls. In absence of relevant user information, we matched our controls on the number of days of available search logs, requiring in addition that each control have at least one healthcare related search log ([Figure 1](#f1-2383078){ref-type="fig"}).

Longitudinal partitioning
-------------------------

We partitioned the search logs for patients and controls by search days, where search day n is the nth day in the sequence of days for which logs are available for a search user, preceding an end point. For patients, we defined the end point as the date of their last visit to a medical facility, where "visit" is defined as the presence within the geo-fence of the medical facility for at least 900 seconds, as inferred from geo-tagged search logs. For controls, the end point was the date of their last search log. After excluding the last day of visiting a medical facility, we could define an analysis window comprising of 41 consecutive search-days for patients. We defined a similar analysis window with 41 consecutive search days for controls with the end-point co-terminous with the first search day. [Figure 2](#f2-2383078){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the longitudinal partitioning of our search log data as described above.

Feature engineering
-------------------

We chose three classes of features to study the discriminatory patterns in search logs across patients and controls over a succession of search days. The classes as described in [Table 1](#t1-2383078){ref-type="table"}, represent general (GE) attributes of search logs, semantic (SE) properties of the search text and the location (LO) attributes of search logs respectively. Based on these feature classes, we created two sets of features from the search logs for patients and controls. Our day-wise features represent general, semantic and location related attributes of search logs for each search-day in the analysis window. We also created aggregated features that were based on counts of search log properties aggregated over the entire analysis window.

General features
----------------

It has been shown that the linguistic structure of Internet searches influences information retrieval from web-search engines (11). In a study comparing search characteristics that originate from mobile devices to searches that originate from PCs, Jadhav et al. showed that health search queries tend to be longer than general search queries (12). We chose to include attributes related to the length of text search and the duration of a search session amongst our general features. A search session represents several searches linked together by the most prominent themes returned in search results and longer sessions are likely to suggest the evolution of a search user's interest from general to more specific concepts. We also included the number of searches and number of healthcare related searches in both our aggregate and day-wise features as a users' level of concern over a healthcare issue is likely correlated to the number of times they search for information for reassurance or remedy.

Semantic features
-----------------

The language of the search queries in our dataset posed a unique challenge to our analysis. On one hand, we can leverage advantageous aspects of the Chinese language, such as the lack of verb conjugation and plural forms. In addition, this allows us to capture the meaning behind idiomatic expressions that may be challenging to translate. On the other hand, English tokens would enable us to utilize a wider variety of existing language analytic tools. Thus, we balanced the two approaches by analyzing our tokens in Chinese, performing token translation and performing further analysis in English.

For our Chinese semantic analysis, we identified enriched tokens that are used by patients and controls using a Fisher's test with Bonferroni correction. We also evaluated the number of patients and controls that searched for each token on any given day, and compared the term frequency between patients and controls. We took the union of the tokens from these two analyses, and the best performing 108 tokens were included as features in subsequent analysis. Following this analysis, all tokens from healthcare queries were translated independently based on their part of speech from Chinese to English for downstream analyses. ([Figure 3](#f3-2383078){ref-type="fig"}).

In order to model the variation in search content across search days for patients and controls, we further chose to explicitly characterize the medical content within the search text by using an approach that has been validated in clinical text mining research. While the form and structure of search text is fundamentally different from the free text in patients' records, we note that certain aspects of the two are strikingly similar from a linguistic stand-point. Intuitively, one may take advantage of this similarity by employing proven tools and techniques that have been used to characterize lexical coverage in the former, for achieving similar goals with the latter. In particular the use of ill-formed sentences, abbreviations and spelling errors are common to both search text and clinical text and motivated our choice of a biomedical terminology for identifying and delineating the use of medical terms in search text. We decided to use an extensive terminology of terms drawn from 22 clinically relevant ontologies from UMLS and BioPortal (13). The lexicon represents over 3.1 million terms that map to nearly 1.2 million concepts and a functional evaluation of annotations of clinical text based on the same have shown equivalence with more sophisticated natural language processing (NLP) based approaches. Since the UMLS provides a mapping from each concept to one or more semantic types, by coalescing relevant semantic types into groups that represent diseases, drugs, devices or procedures one may achieve a fine-grained characterization of search terms by determining their group membership. Based on the group assignment of individual terms, we counted the membership of individual searches into the aforementioned four groups and used these counts as features indicating the nature of the medical content in queries on a given search-day. Similarly, membership counts across the full analysis window yielded the aggregated semantic features related to medical content.

Search specificity
------------------

Information returned by medical searches is known to influence concerns related to health, which in turn modulates subsequent search behavior (14). Concerns about common symptomatology have been shown to escalate into searches for serious and rare diseases (15) and anxiety regarding one's health is likely to influence healthcare utilization intent (6), possibly precipitating a visit to a medical facility. Thus, we were interested in modeling the evolution of searches that progressed from a general inquiry regarding symptoms into a specific inquiry regarding a serious health condition. We chose to use the information content (IC) score of the most specific term in a search as an indicator of the generality of the subject matter of the search. IC takes advantage of the hierarchical structure of a medical ontology to ensure a monotonically non-decreasing measure of specificity and may be computed on the basis of document level frequency of a term in a corpus. For search terms that mapped to our medical terminology we obtained IC scores computed for Medline abstracts. As with other semantic features, we chose the highest day-wise score for all searches from a given search-day for a day-wise measure of search specificity.

Location features
-----------------

To build location features, we attached location labels to the latitude and longitude coordinates of searches. We used the Gecko Landmarks API, which takes as input the latitude and longitude and outputs the ten closest landmarks to this referenced location ranked by distance along with name and category labels for each landmark (16). For example, for a reference location given by latitude 39.903651 E, 116.415505 N, the Gecko API returns Beijing Hospital as the closest landmark with a category label of "Hospital".

We obtained access to a rate-limited instance of a Gecko server that permitted us to submit 5 million API requests. We rounded each geographic coordinate to four decimal places and then filtered for uniqueness. This resulted in under 5 million coordinate pairs without a significant loss of precision. Coordinates with accuracy up to 4 decimal places represent an accuracy of about 11 meters, which we consider adequate for our location features. We then set up a network of Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) instances for executing the Gecko API over batches of location coordinates ([Figure 4](#f4-2383078){ref-type="fig"}). After the compute servers were finished running, we merged the lists of landmarks. From the list of landmarks associated with all unique and binned coordinates, we built our feature matrix. Specifically the features were the number of searches made by a user from a given landmark category (e.g. Health, Restaurant, etc.).

We also created features based on individual words in the location names. For example, searches from an educational building could have words "elementary" or "university" in the location names that were identified by the Gecko API. Though both universities and elementary schools have a category label of "education," they have opposite effects on predicting hospitalization; the former term is enriched while the latter is slightly depleted in patient's search logs. We indicated the presence or absence of a word token in a search location name using a binary (0,1) variable. Features based on individual tokens in location names capture additional granularity without imposing a structure on the location names *a priori*.

Building prediction models
--------------------------

We constructed a variety of supervised machine learning models based on our aggregate and day-wise features. In fitting our models, the aggregate feature set and the day-wise feature set were divided into 85% for training, and the remaining 15% for testing ([Figure 5](#f5-2383078){ref-type="fig"}). Given the sparsity and correlations within our features, we focused primarily on using regularized models to reduce the dimensionality of our feature set and to avoid over-fitting. All machine-learning analysis was performed using R 3.2.0 (R Development Core Team, Vienna, Austria). We selected linear, nonparametric, and ensemble methods to evaluate the best fit to our data. For linear models, we built lasso, ridge, and elastic net models using the glmnet (17) package. Ten fold cross validation was applied to the training set to determine the optimal tuning parameter λ for lasso and ridge classification. For elastic net, a grid search was performed using the caret (18) package to determine λ and α. The λ that was within one standard error of the λ that produced the minimum cross validation error was selected for these models to prevent over-fitting. As an alternative form of feature selection, we applied forward stepwise logistic regression using the MASS package (19).

In addition to linear models, we built support vector machine (SVM) models with a Gaussian kernel using the e1071 (20) package and random forest models using the randomForest (21) package. For our SVM models, γ was set to 1 divided by the number of features, and the cost C was chosen via cross validation. To evaluate the performance of our models, we constructed receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves using the ROCR package (22). We used the area under the curve (AUC) of the ROC curve, precision, recall, and the F1 measure to compare the performance of our classifiers in the held out test set.

Results
=======

Feature extraction
------------------

Throughout the course of our feature engineering, we explored our features in patients and controls in our training data. [Figure 6](#f6-2383078){ref-type="fig"} shows a heat map where the rows are specific tokens in location names and the columns are patients and controls. Green and black represent the presence and absence of the feature, respectively. We see that patients tend to cluster in the middle and have a relative lack of variety of search locations, possibly reflecting the more sedentary nature of patients versus controls.

Supervised machine learning
---------------------------

The AUCs for our feature sets across all models are shown in [Table 2](#t2-2383078){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 7](#f7-2383078){ref-type="fig"}. Computational restrictions precluded us from training the features more computationally expensive models such as the forward stepwise selection models on all feature sets. Our models showed the poorest performance with the aggregate features, with the highest AUC at 0.633 from the forward stepwise selection model. On the day-wise features, we observed the best performance with random forest, reaching an AUC of 0.75. Though the day-wise features performed better, the discrepancy between our training and test AUCs indicated that we needed to further account for over-fitting. To address this, we trained models using only general and semantic features. As explained earlier, our labels for patients and controls are noisy. To minimize any effects on account of controls visiting a medical facility immediately after the time of the last search log, we shifted the end point of the controls windows by 10 search days before the last search log. We refer to the general and semantic feature drawn from the analysis windows that were offset by 10 search-days for patients and controls, as our day-wise offset feature set. In doing so, we see further improvements, reaching an AUC of 0.813 with the lasso model.

Feature importance
------------------

To investigate individual features in our models, we extracted the top features from the best performing model in each feature set. These features are shown in [Table 3](#t3-2383078){ref-type="table"}, where GE, SE, and LO correspond to general, semantic, and location features respectively. The top features include health related terms, common verbs and locations, and references to popular culture. This diverse set of features, particularly in the day-wise offset model, is likely due to the lasso model choosing an arbitrary representative feature among a set of correlated futures, some of which may have medical significance. Interestingly, the semantic feature " 哪 (which)," a character used primarily at the beginning of questions, persisted throughout all three sets of analyses. This may be indicative of information seeking intent, which in the context of healthcare searches could imply healthcare seeking intent.

Specifically, in our day-wise models, we see a variety of general, semantic, and location features, of which many align with our intuition of healthcare seeking behavior. For example, the number of healthcare related queries the day before a user visits the hospital was predictive, though the number of health searches was not considered a top feature for the aggregate model. As the day-wise model outperforms the aggregate model, it appears that the granularity gained by a day-wise feature breakdown reveals relevant healthcare features in a particular time frame important for prediction. Furthermore, health related locations were also predictive, which suggests that having prior hospital visits increases the probability of a future hospital visit.

When we analyze only general and semantic features from shorter analyses windows in our day-wise offset feature set, our lasso model selected a wider variety of features. These tokens range from Chinese celebrities to common nouns and verbs, including "家庭醫生訪問(home doctor visit)" and "死(die)", which are health related. Searches containing celebrity names in our analysis window (which coincide with publicly released information regarding major health events associated with the celebrities) could be indicative of searchers' interactions with their environment and the induced health anxiety that has been studied previously (5).

Discussion
==========

The value of Internet search logs as valuable repositories of patient generated biomedical information is not in question. While studies in the past have focused on different aspects of medical research while analyzing log data, considerably less attention has been devoted to studying geo-tagged search logs for healthcare related research. Since location data offers an opportunity to link search users' virtual behavior with their in-world activities, it holds promise for many areas of medical research that have heretofore remained un-impregnable to conventional research techniques. With its high sparsity, missingness and vulnerability to contamination, geo-tagged search data also poses unique challenges for informatics research. To date, we are aware of only one other study that has attempted to use such data for predicting healthcare utilization. In their privacy-sensitive analysis of geo-tagged data from mobile devices, White *et al.* predict the probability of a future search proximal to a medical facility based on features that convey healthcare utilization intent, extent of medical content in the search and evidence of earlier healthcare utilization (10). Our approach is similar in respect of using biomedical lexical resources to characterize the medical content in search. However, our approach of studying search behavior within a fixed analysis window of search-days is novel and captures at a higher resolution the progression of a wide variety of search attributes. We also note that two of our top day-wise features namely, the number of queries on the search day preceding the day of a medical visit, and the evidence of a prior visit to a medical facility are in agreement with the results demonstrated by White *et al.*

In the methods section we have referred to the issue of labeling errors that result from our labeling approach. We also expect labeling errors to arise on account of the "bleed-in" effect of visits to medical facilities that take place immediately before and after our observation period. The linear models trained on the day-wise offset features described earlier, show a much higher performance and do not exhibit the "classifier confusion" that we notice in the linear models trained on aligned analysis windows. Since the control features derived from this artificially offset analysis window are less likely to be contaminated by any bleed-in that could happen near the edges of our original analysis windows, it likely contributes to the performance gain along with less overfiting. This also suggests that a larger observation period may allow a better control on labeling errors.

We also note two other sources of noise in our features. Computation of IC scores for all tokens in our corpus is a computationally intensive task that was infeasible to accomplish within the scope of the current study. As a result, we chose to use IC scores for English translations of our tokens that had been pre-computed over Medline abstracts. Since the distribution of terms in bibliographic texts and searches is likely to be different, we suspect that our IC scores may not always capture the search specificity correctly. IC scores computed over a corpus of search text are likely to better represent search specificity. We used machine translations in order to use some of the tools that have demonstrable efficacy in the clinical text-mining realm. Using a lexicon based on Chinese biomedical ontology may allow us to avoid the translation step and the resulting feature noise altogether.

We derived aggregate and day-wise features from geo-tagged search logged data for modeling the progression of general, semantic and location based attributes over an analysis window based on a fixed number of search-days for patients and controls. The models trained on day-wise features performed better compared to the models trained on aggregate features suggesting that that day-wise progression of search attributes better represents search behavior that signals healthcare resource utilization. A key limitation is the vulnerability to noise from searches close to the observation boundaries, as well as from false negatives that arise from our labeling approach. We expect that with search data that spans larger observation windows will allow creation of clear feature sets. Methods that attempt to learn from positive only labeled data may also be explored to control for false negative labels. We intend to pursue these ideas in our future work. Our method demonstrates the potential of discovering features that are in agreement with results from prior studies on geo-tagged search log data. Overall, we believe that in conjunction with the state-of-the art forecasting methods, predictions based on geo-tagged search logs can help hospitals effectively streamline staffing costs.
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###### 

Description of feature classes

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Class                                                               Feature description                                                   Aggregate   Day-wise   Day-wise\
                                                                                                                                                                   Offset
  ------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ---------- -----------
  General\                                                            Number of searches                                                    ✓           ✓          ✓
  \[GE\]                                                                                                                                                           

  Number of Healthcare related searches                               ✓                                                                     ✓           ✓          

  Mean session duration                                               ✓                                                                     ✓           ✓          

  Mean length of search text                                          ✓                                                                     ✓           ✓          

  Semantic (SE)                                                       Number of searches for a disease                                      ✓           ✓          ✓

  Number of searches for a drug                                       ✓                                                                     ✓           ✓          

  Number of searches for a medical device                             ✓                                                                     ✓           ✓          

  Number of searches for a medical procedure                          ✓                                                                     ✓           ✓          

  Number of searches containing one of 108 enriched (Chinese) words   ✓                                                                     ✓           ✓          

  Location (LO)                                                       Number of searches mapped to one of 53 enriched location categories   ✓           ✓          ✗

  Number of searches who location labels contain one of 113 words     ✓                                                                     ✗           ✗          
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

AUCs for aggregate, day-wise and day-wise offset feature sets

  Model                        Aggregate   Day-wise   Day-wise offset                   
  ---------------------------- ----------- ---------- ----------------- ------- ------- -------
  Lasso                        0.918       0.624      0.899             0.509   0.967   0.813
  Ridge                        0.912       0.601      0.947             0.561   0.973   0.785
  Random Forest                0.895       0.481      0.896             0.750   0.941   0.557
  Elastic Net                  0.918       0.621      0.914             0.532   0.966   0.812
  SVM, Radial Kernel           0.998       0.583      \-                \-      \-      \-
  Forward Stepwise Selection   0.924       0.633      \-                \-      \-      \-

###### 

Top ranked features for best performing feature set models

           Aggregate               Day-wise                        Day-wise offset
  --- ---- ------------------ ---- -------------------------- ---- ----------------------------------
  1   SE   哪, 哪个 (which)   SE   视频 (video)               SE   拉贝哪 (Bella Yao)
  2   SE   视频 (video)       LO   Accommodation, Hotel       SE   家庭醫生訪問 (Home Doctor Visit)
  3   SE   至 (to)            LO   Health                     SE   范冰冰 (Bingbing Fan)
  4   SE   走 (go)            GE   Day 1 \# Health searches   SE   喝 (drink)
  5   LO   "hua"              SE   哪 (which)                 SE   哪个 (which)
  6   LO   "mall"             LO   Safety, Police             SE   买 (buy)
  7   LO   "metro"            GE   Average IC                 SE   死 (die)
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